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9702 E. Apache Trail,
Mesa, AZ 85207 
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General Price List
Effective December 23rd, 2020. 

Prices subject to change without notice.

OVERVIEW
The goods and services shown below are those

mean you must buy any items you did not

we can provide to our customers. You may

specifically ask for, we will explain the reason

choose only those items you desire. However,

in writing on the statement we provide

any funeral arrangements you select will

describing the funeral goods and services you

include a charge for our basic services, staff,

selected.

and overhead. If legal or other requirements

Direct Cremations

$695
OUR CHARGE FOR A DIRECT CREMATION INCLUDES*:
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Initial transfer of the deceased from place
of death to funeral home
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A portion of the basic service charge 
Refrigeration of your loved one
 
Local transportation to the crematory

Crematory fee

OUR CHARGE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
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Death certificates
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After urn

Minimum alternative container

Tax

Medical examiner fees

Local delivery of the cremated remains

*Without ceremony

Direct Cremations
ALTERNATIVE CONTAINERS
If you want to arrange a direct cremation, you
can use an alternative container.
Alternative containers encase the body and can
be made of materials like fiberboard or
composition materials (with or without an
outside covering). The containers we provide
are constructed of fiberboard and plywood
material. Cremation costs are unaffected

based upon choice of container. Direct
cremation with container provided by the
purchaser, and direct cremation with minimum
alternative container are both $695.

WHAT MAKES AFTER DIFFERENT?
Transparency and Simplicity.
Most funeral and cremation providers use the
"quote it low, watch it grow" strategy. After
quoting a minimal price for cremation you are
introduced to a number of unexpected fees
based on the weight of your loved one,
the distance from the funeral home, state fees,
county fees, and on the list goes.
At After, the only selection you'll need to make
is the number of Death Certificates you need.
That's it. Everything else you need is included in
the quoted price. Everything. That includes an

Continued on next page...

urn, taxes, state fees, county fees, additional
mileage, the cremation container, the medical
examiner pouch, delivery of the cremated
remains and so forth.
The highest quality of service for your loved one
with the most simple of processes for you.
Simplicity, when you need it most.

Professional Services & Transportation
Basic services of funeral director, staff, and overhead.
$695*

Consultation with the family or responsible party; Staff and
facilities to respond to initial requests for service;

Coordinating service plans with cemetery, crematory, and/or other
parties involved in the final disposition of the deceased

$295**

Transportation (Transfer of decedent to funeral home including staff and
equipment)

Other Services & Fees
$75/day

Refridgeration

$195

Crematory fee

$150

Delivery of cremated remains


$250

Mailing of cremated remains U.S. Postal Service


$15

Maricopa County Medical Examiners Fee


$175

Mailing of Death Certificates per location


$75

Pinal County Medical Examiners Fee


$100

Scattering of cremated remains by After at our convenience

* This fee for our basic services and overhead will be added to the total cost of the funeral arrangements you select. (This fee, or a portion of it,
is included in our charges for direct cremations, immediate burials, forwarding or receiving of remains, and other funeral or cremation packages.)
Additionally, this fee or a portion of it may be added to the cost of using facilities, staffing or services when our funeral home has not taken
possession of or sheltered the body.

** Unless otherwise noted, all transportation charges contained in this General Price List apply to local area only (within service area zip codes)
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